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Abstract

A model for overcoming the gravity by moss sperm cells is proposed here. It is based on the assuming that the tip of constantly 
coiled sperm cell slips on surface of moss tissue, to which the cell is pressed by tensile strength of water. This tip and the cell 
mass center don’t coincide. Therefore, there appears a torque expressing gravitaxis of physical nature. In puddles the cells can 
successfully overcome the gravity detecting thermal fluctuations of their velocities, which expresses gravikinesis of physical nature. 
It can considerably improve fertilization of mosses. 
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Introduction
Bryophytes are the only plants; which sperm cells must move 

on considerable distances (it may be 10 or even 100 centimeters) 
to fuse with oocytes. When distanced from archegonia secreting 
special attractants, the spermatozoa move diffusively and thus the 
speed of their translocation is very low [1]. Therefore, bryophytes 
have different means to increase the speed of their translocation. 
Thus, in some bryophyte species the contents of the antheridium 
explosively discharge into the air to a height of several centimeters 
from the male plant. In many species thanks to the presence of 
special fat, which lowers the surface tension, the sperm mass 
released from the antheridia on the water surface forms a thin 
layer quickly spreading the cells around [2]. Bryophytes can also 
harness the power of a splash to spread the sperm. Some of them 
have even so-called splash cups. In several cases the splash cups are 
very striking and the moss Polytrichum juniperum Hedw., is a good 
example of this. Its antheridia are surrounded by a flat disk made 
of leaves, radiating around them like the petals of a sunflower. 
Sperm, released from the antheridia, accumulate in the cups. A 
raindrop plummeting onto this disk can splash the sperm as far as 
ten inches [2-4]. Many bryophytes including Ceratodon purpureus 
(Hedw.) Brid. and Bryum argenteum Hedw. use small insects 
Folsomia candida Willem (Collembola: Isotomidae) to spread their  

 
sperm and to help pollinate their oocytes [5]. But in each case the 
sperm to reach their target usually must translocate by itself on 
considerable distance (within several centimeters) in thin water 
films covering moss tissue during and after rain. Usually antheridia 
and archegonia are situated on the upper parts of bryophytes. Thus, 
the sperm should swim at first downwards (from antheridia) and 
then upwards (to archegonia). Gravity can distance the sperm cells 
from oocytes during the second stage (upward) of their travel while 
they are out of the radius of the action of the archegonia attractant. 
Therefore, overcoming sedimentation by sperm is an important 
problem for bryophyte insemination. Let us narrow down our 
attention only to mosses, which belong to bryophytes. Now, there 
is not any report about the existence of special cell receptor of 
gravity in moss sperm. Thus, a question can be raised: whether 
these cells can overcome sedimentation without any special 
cellular mechanism for gravity perception, as it has been shown 
for unicellular microplankton with front-rear asymmetry [6,7] or 
proposed for picoplankton with antipredator behavior [8], or for 
plankton cells detecting fluctuations of their cell velocities [9]. 

Moss spermatozoa have a rather bizarre shape, which can be 
described as a coil of about 1,5 turns [10]. Two flagella attached 
to the same end of the spermatozoid cell. Thanks to their shape, 
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moss spermatozoa are poor swimmers in unbound liquid. But 
their movement takes place commonly in thin water films, where 
is the other situation. In enough thin film the spermatozoa should 
move in water medium lightly slipping on the surface of moss 
tissue, to which they are pressed by tensile strength of water. It is 
natural to assume that there may be the situation, when only the 
tip of the coiled cell slips on rigid surface of the tissue. This tip 
and the cell mass center don’t coincide. Therefore, there appears 
a torque turning flagellated end of the cell upwards or downwards 
dependently which cell end is slipping on the surface. It is also 
naturally to assume that when the sperm cell is got in the thin water 
film, it for a long time with equal possibilities is orientated with its 
distant or flagellated end slipping on moss surface. So, it creates the 
condition under which a half of the cells express positive gravitaxis 
of physical nature described by Roberts & Deacon (2002) and the 
other half express negative gravitaxis correspondingly.

Thus, the first (downward) stage of moss sperm travel 
successfully goes for the half of the cells expressing positive 
gravitaxis or being washed off by rain independently from the 
sign of their gravitaxis. The upward stage of the travel successfully 
goes for the cells expressing negative gravitaxis. But between the 
downward and upward stages of the sperm movement there may 
be the stage when the sperm cells are got in a puddle. There their 
movement we can model as in unbound liquid. There they are 
poor swimmers, as mentioned above. So, in this situation their 
main task is to overcome gravity and remain near water surface 
waiting on rain drops which plume them further upwards. Two 
ends of the moss sperm cells have similar shape and dimensions. 
Therefore, they cannot considerably express gravitaxis of physical 
nature. There is not any report about antipredator behavior of 
moss sperm. But it is natural to assume that the moss sperm cells 
have intracellular receptors monitoring their asymmetrical shape, 
which should change with the changings of their cell’s velocities. So, 
it can realize the detection of the thermal fluctuations of their cell’s 

speeds [5]. Thus, according to [5] moss sperm cells may be able to 
overcome sedimentation in different natural water pools. 

The slipping of the bigger parts of motile cells in thin water films 
can induce gravitaxis of physical nature also of many asymmetrical 
microorganisms living on surface of stones, fungi, different plants 
(including also tree bark). In unbound water their gravitropism 
of physical nature should have the opposite sign. Thus, we can 
conclude that the spiral shape of moss spermatozoa can also serve 
as an adaptation to successfully overcome the gravity and thus 
to considerably improve fertilization. This finding may stimulate 
further research in this field.
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